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A captivating biography of Katharine, Duchess of Kent.Ideal for readers of Hugo Vickers, Anne
de Courcy, Theo Aronson and Christopher Warwick.In this detailed biographical study of
Katharine, Duchess of Kent, Helen Cathcart tells an enchanting story of a Yorkshire soldier
squire’s daughter who grew up to become an admired and popular member of the Royal
Family.In this intimate and illuminating account, Cathcart charts the first forty years of the
Duchess’s life, from her birth during a snowstorm at the family home, Hovingham Hall, and
wartime childhood through to schooldays at Castle Howard and early career working in a
children’s home.We also learn of her first meeting with Prince Edward, the Duke of Kent and of
the affectionate friendship that matured into a royal romance.In The Duchess of Kent we follow
the Duchess from Hovingham Hall and Coppins to Hong Kong and Germany as an Army
officer’s wife. We discover the deep veins of community service in her family, and the author
reveals the source of the Duchess of Kent’s wide popularity.Praise for Helen Cathcart: ‘Wide
acclaim as a royal biographer … objective, uninhibited and penetrating’ – Sunday Express‘Helen
Cathcart writes about royalty as if she were one of them’ – The Daily Mail‘The doyenne of royal
biographers’ – The Daily Telegraph‘A tireless chronicler of royalty’ – The Guardian



THE DUCHESS OF KENTHelen CathcartTABLE OF CONTENTS1: THE BIRTHDAY BABY2:
PICKING UP STICKS3: A WARTIME CHILDHOOD4: WHAT KATE DID NEXT5: LONDON AND
YORKSHIRE6: MAN AND MAID7: THE PARTING8: EDWARD AND KATHARINE9: WIFE AND
MOTHER10: THE ROYAL TASKS11: TODAY’S DUCHESS OF
KENTACKNOWLEDGEMENTSThe chapter sub-headings are from the original lyrics to the
tunes played by the chimes of the grandfather clock on the staircase at Hovingham Hall.1: THE
BIRTHDAY BABYThis great World is a Trouble,Where all must their fortunes bear;Make the most
of the Bubble,You’ll have but a Neighbour s fare…Sung by Mr D’Legard in Jupiter and
Europa(The February chimes of the Hovingham clock)IThe Duchess of Kent, the former
Katharine Worsley, was born during a snowstorm. She was born into a muted, white-cloaked
world early on the morning of February 22nd, 1933, at Hovingham Hall, in the North Riding of
Yorkshire, and, within minutes, the echo of her first cry in that solid mansion met the responsive
chimes of the grandfather clock on the staircase, sweetly moving through a popular eighteenth-
century air. The baby Katharine was moreover born on her brother Oliver’s birthday, the first girl
in a family of boys, a charming blue-eyed keepsake for her parents in their ninth year of
marriage.“This great World is a Trouble”, claimed the clock, playing its second tune of the year.
Not an auspicious thought, if anyone knew the lyric, but the old clock had reiterated the theme
ever since the Hall had been built, every hour every February for nearly two hundred years. The
movement was made by John Ellicott, a London clockmaker of the reign of George II, and, so far
as any member of the Worsley family remembered to regulate the semicircular dial, the chimes
played a different tune for every month of the year, tinkling in early spring through Mr Handel’s
marches and minuets and sustaining the hours of summer and autumn with the refrains of
forgotten old-time ballads and the choicest of Mr Gay’s songs from The Beggar’s Opera.The
early arrival of the baby aroused the household, but the news presumably travelled last of all to
her three brothers, Marcus, Oliver and John, asleep in their nursery wing at the far southern end
of the house. Aged seven, six and four, they awoke to the tidings of a baby sister and the
excitement of discovering that the snowstorm had covered the lawns and yews with sugar-icing.
Oliver opened the greeting-cards and gifts of his sixth birthday, and the three were taken to see
the new baby with many a “Shush!” from Nanny Mist and many an agitated rustle of her white
starched apron and, accustomed only to brothers, they tiptoed to the cot with infinite caution and
“a kind of wonderment”. When hinting to one or two friends the previous autumn that his wife
anticipated another child, Captain “Willy” Worsley had made no secret of his hopes for a
daughter. With his eldest boy, indeed, seven-year-old Marcus, shortly leaving the nest for prep
school, the wish for a little girl about the house appeared an appropriate boon to seek of a
benevolent providence.At about breakfast time, the local Dr Kininmoth came down the staircase
to tell the proud father — and the baby’s grandfather, Sir William Henry Worsley — that
everything was reassuringly satisfactory with mother and child. It seemed too early for
champagne but, as head of the house, old Sir William soon insisted on broaching a symbolic
bottle, “To my granddaughter — to the baby, to her long and happy life!” To Sir William, then in



his seventy-third year, it was happy and timely that fate should bring a change in the sequence
of boys. In his own day, his own young family had run rather the other way, with two sons and
three daughters. His eldest daughter, Winifred, had given him four granddaughters but it was all
the more pleasant to have a girl through the male line.Now, with the expectancy over, the tension
broken, he could joke fondly and happily with his two “boys” as he always called them, though
both brothers had reached their early forties, with Willy flushed and happy over his new
parenthood and with Edward, still a bachelor. Their eldest sister, Winifred (Mrs Colegate, later
Lady Colegate) was also there, staying for a few days to help support her sister-in-law. Apart
from the delighted father, she was perhaps the first to see mother and child, upstairs in the large
bright bedroom overlooking the white lawns. With the rich brown bobbed hair of the mother and
the pale-spun curly wisps of the sleeping baby, memories long remained of that happy maternal
scene.Meanwhile, the indoor domestic staff had been invited to the dining-room — Miss
Robertson, with her wide Scottish smile, Lizzie Keeling, Caroline Hawkins, little Eva Flatters: the
cook-housekeeper, the kitchen maid, the two housemaids and the parlourmaid. They
respectfully sipped to the baby, they found that the champagne tickled, they knew their place
and they departed, taking a bottle to offer the gardeners and grooms. A methodical and well-
organized man, Captain Worsley telephoned the news to his brother-in-law, Sir Felix Brunner, in
London, and then, I think, sat down to write to his absent sisters. Isabel and Victoria had both
lived at home until a year or two earlier. Isabel, having vigorously expressed her personality as a
first-class golfer, sometimes playing for Yorkshire, was sixteen months his junior and was to
stage a surprise marriage later that year within a month of her forty-first birthday, while Victoria,
an enthusiast of motor trials and Brooklands motor racing, had married four months previously
and had only recently returned from her honeymoon to settle in London.There was just time to
enclose the news of the baby as a message, a timely surprise, on “Vicky’s” birthday card, for she
would be celebrating her own thirty-third anniversary the very next day, February 23rd. Then, as
the last of his paternal duties, Captain Worsley drafted an announcement for The Times in nearly
the same formal and reticent phrases which he had always used for the birth of his sons.Hoping
to catch the post, he was apparently still engaged in these pleasant chores when the
parlourmaid came to the door, hesitantly carrying a potted plant for Mrs Worsley, “sent in from
the village, sir”. This proved merely the prelude of the local expression of good wishes. The
stream of gifts continued until evening and for several days: jars of calves-foot jelly, early
flowering bulbs in their pots and dishes, daffodils showing signs of having been purchased in
Malton market, and knitted baby garments delayed until they could be threaded with pink ribbon.
With their bright messages, they came from the cottages at Brookside, from humble homes in
the so-called High Street, from old Miss Corns at the almshouse, from Bingley Day, the land
agent, and his wife, and from the lively Harrisons at Brinkburn Farm. Such was the regard and
esteem in which the people of Hovingham held the daughter-in-law of their squire. And the
pleasant flow was in full spate when Mr Simpson, the postman, came beaming across the
green, laden with the telegrams of congratulation that resulted from the announcement in The



Times:“On February 22nd, at Hovingham, Yorks, to Joyce, wife of Captain W. A. Worsley — a
daughter.”IIEmbowered in a valley of beech and oak, twenty miles north-east of York,
Hovingham Hall has been said by one visitor to resemble a couched mastiff, gazing vigilantly
along the tree-hung slopes, with the buildings of the village clustered like timorous puppies at its
back. The picture is highly fanciful, for the village is no longer timorous, and the prospect along
the valley is enclosed within a mile by the hillside rise of Hovingham High Wood. Moreover, the
imaginary mastiff lacks a forepaw, for an intended projecting southern wing of the mansion was
never built. “I built as I could, not as I would”, the Thomas Worsley of the eighteenth century was
to sum up his ten years of prolonged difficulty as an amateur and not always accurate architect.
Yet Thomas Worsley nourished a vision of perfection, as did many neighbouring Yorkshire
squires of his day, a vision of idealistic cultivation of the arts and of civilized behaviour towards
one’s friends and neighbours, towards tenants and even horses. Thomas built and founded
better than he knew, and today the old relationship of squire and village is nowhere better
preserved than at Hovingham.With layer upon layer of time, throughout the village, history itself
has soaked with the sunshine and rain into the gold-grey stones. Almost adjoining the Hall, just
to the north, the village church boasts a doorway of Saxon work and a rock-firm tower that the
Saxons piled in pious faith course by course towards the sky. A local resident of an antiquarian
turn of mind once enjoyed the freedom of Hovingham Park to enable him to measure and delve
as he wished into an earthwork a mile west of the house, raised in the dark ages, he asserted,
as a defence against Danish invaders from across the North Sea. He found very little evidence
but nevertheless claimed with ingenuity that the defenders had lost the day for, a mile or more
behind the earthenwork, lies a landmark triumphantly known as Coney Hill, not the hill of the
rabbits but a Konig hill, and to the Norsemen the hill of the King.Everywhere hereabouts are
villages still bearing ancient Viking names. The Romans, too, trod the moors and hills, so that
when Thomas Worsley first tested the strength of the soil for his massive house, the men found
themselves digging up the tessellated paving of a Roman villa; and the road from Malton to
Hovingham still indeed follows a Roman line. In this verdant and romantic region, the cadence of
past events still murmurs and whispers at every turn, for Hovingham lies at the north-east rim of
the Vale of York and, explore as you will, no place better mirrors the Yorkshire story than the Vale
— or as some prefer to call it, the Plain — of York, green, far-reaching and uneven, a plain that
forms a cynosure of the very history of England.The City of York itself stands in mid-course
between London and Edinburgh, and the plain of York spreads north of the city in the shape like
my lady’s fan. If you would trace Hovingham upon a map and notice the roads that spread from
York like a hand of playing cards, then, with Malton placed ace-high to the east, Hovingham is
aptly the jack of hearts.But there are days of mist and rain when we can imagine the vale of York,
fertile and often waterlogged, criss-crossed by no more than the primitive truckways that linked
its settlements. The Romans came and, within the walls of York itself, Constantine was
proclaimed Caesar and Emperor by the army of Britain. Three centuries later, the Northumbrian
King Edwin was baptized here at the behest of his Christian wife from Kent, in a small square



wooden church that formed the first foundation of York Minster. Then the Normans destroyed the
mother church and built another, and castles, too, across the plain. In 1328, there was already a
great timbered house at Hovingham when little Philippa of Hainault travelled north to be wed in
splendid ceremony to Edward III in York Minster, she a princess aged only fourteen with “eyes
black-blue and deep”, he a man of fifteen already committed in battle against Robert the Bruce.
The child of this very young couple, born two years later, was to be valiantly known as the “Black
Prince”, England’s second Prince of Wales.One is reminded that the marriage of Philippa and
Edward III was the last royal wedding in York Minster until the marriage of Katharine Worsley and
the Duke of Kent in 1961. Royal brides, however, were still to traverse the great vale of York.
From Sheriff Hutton Castle, not seven miles south of Hovingham, Elizabeth of York was taken to
espouse Henry VII after the battle of Bosworth Field, a maid who carried a bridal posy “of red
and white roses tied together” to symbolize the end after thirty years of the long War of the
Roses.Incredible as it must appear, in these days of zeal to preserve all that is both old and
worthy of the past, I have seen some of the stones of Sheriff Hutton removed to build a modern
house. We are all more entoiled in the sequence of past events than we imagine. Across this
same plain, Oliver Cromwell’s Ironside troops marched to join battle on Marston Moor in the
crucial military clash of King and Parliamentarians that finished with the royalists in flight. A few
years later, Cromwell’s youngest daughter, Mary, also crossed the vale, travelling in splendour to
her Yorkshire home, now Newburgh Priory, after her marriage to the rich Viscount Fauconberg.
According to the old records, “above one thousand of the gentry” greeted her, all mounted
Yorkshire style upon fine horses. It forms a glowing link with our own day that when the present
Duke and Duchess of Kent, Prince Edward and his Katherine, were first entertained by Earl
Mountbatten at Broadlands, he was able to show them a twelve-sided silver-gilt porringer
engraved with the Fauconberg arms, said to have been a wedding gift from the Lord Protector to
his daughter.Nor is this the only heritage of past events, for we shall discover the Romeo-and-
Juliet sequel of “two households, both alike in dignity”, though not today of ancient grudge,
enacted when the Duke of Kent, with his Stuart blood, wished to marry Katharine Worsley,
Cromwell’s direct descendant. Mary, my lady Fauconberg, was often visited by her elder sister,
Frances, to be invariably received “with a great deal of joy and kindness”, as Frances wrote to
her husband, Sir John Russell. The Fauconbergs had no children of their own, but they treated
Viscount Fauconberg’s nephew, Thomas Frankland, like a son and, as the years passed, he
became doubly a nephew when he fell in love with his beautiful cousin, Elizabeth Russell, the
daughter of Frances and granddaughter of Cromwell, and married her. Thomas Frankland and
Elizabeth in turn had a daughter who married into the Worsley family, and their grandson was the
Thomas Worsley who built Hovingham Hall.On the rising rim of the plain of York, in the early
years of the eighteenth century, the third Earl of Carlisle had raised the great mansion of Castle
Howard, which Thomas Worsley would have seen, pristine and butter-bright, while still a
schoolboy, and was evidently stirred to emulate. But perhaps we have lingered too long in the
vale of York, watching the changing cavalcades, the progress and pageantry, the clash and



clamour of great events. In the olden times, the plain formed part of the ancient Forest of Galtres,
an ancient royal hunting ground known to Henry V. In the sixteenth century, it saw the first-footing
of the Merchant Adventurers of York in sending their discoveries and their commerce to the far
ends of the world. In the eighteenth century, it saw William Wilberforce wrestling with his
conscience in deciding that no men should be slaves, and it watched Laurence Sterne dreamily
making his way from cottage to church when he was vicar of Stillington. And in 1961, very much
in our own time, the broad plain saw three queens and thirty princes and princesses hastening
towards the north-eastern hills to the wedding reception of the Duke and Duchess of Kent at
Hovingham Hall.IIIThe Worsleys originally came from Lancashire, proudly timing their ancestry
from the Norman Conquest, a broad-shouldered deep-chested breed, honest and open but
determined to the point of obstinacy, adventurous and with a gallant and enterprising gift for
marrying heiresses and making the most of all the apportionments and opportunities that came
their way. As early as 1567, in the reign of good Queen Bess, a Worsley acquired Hovingham as
the result of a rewarding marriage to a daughter of the rich Sir Thomas Gerard and subsequently
laid out a topiary garden as his own memento to posterity. Documents of Charles I’s time also
show that Worsleys had already been living in the old manor house for more than eighty years
and the intervening centuries have been spent in such placid domesticity that a yew-hedge
planted during their early tenure stands to this day, grown both venerable and gigantic.The old
records are incomplete, but in the year 1723 a family of five young orphaned Worsley children
were evidently living at Hovingham, two boys and three girls, all of whom had entered the world
within the remarkably brief space of five years and by their very number had led to their mother’s
early demise. That over-prolific lady, indeed, survived her youngest son’s baptism by barely a
week and the widower father brought up his brood as best he could. It was a credit to him that
his three daughters all made remarkably successful marriages; and his fatally born younger son
entered the church and lived, by dint of another successful Worsley alliance, to see his children
in possession of the far-reaching acres of Ormesby Hall. But our interest lies with the gifted elder
son, Thomas, who went away to school at Eton at eight years old and endears himself in
perspective by his juvenile drawings of Doric columns and other architectural details carefully
delineated in a sketchbook when he was still not yet nine.To the good fortune of his
descendants, Thomas Worsley lived at the zenith of that civilized Georgian epoch when the arts
and good craftsmanship, so often one and the same, flowered as never before. We can picture
him, when at home from school, riding through the young beech woods and over the hills to visit
his neighbours at Castle Howard: stocky, thick-limbed and firm-chinned like his forefathers, but
with the healthy sunkissed skin and crisp curled fair hair of youth.He would have watched each
new building project, every added embellishment, with intense interest. Sir John Vanbrugh, the
original designer of Castle Howard, had particularly noted the “spirit of building” that possessed
so many of the gentlemen of Yorkshire. But Vanbrugh had died leaving his “first-born favourite”
Castle Howard unfinished, and now gateways and other landscape buildings were rising under
the direction of Vanbrugh’s collaborator and Sir Christopher Wren’s former pupil, Nicholas



Hawksmoor. It has been asserted that the third Earl of Carlisle consulted an elder generation of
Worsley before he laid a stone at Castle Howard, so considerable was their building knowledge.
Hawksmoor said at times that he liked his stonework to look “strong as if from one solid rock”,
and young Thomas clearly remembered the axiom.Single-minded, learning on every side, there
are still portfolios at Hovingham full of the architectural drawings he collected and stored like a
squirrel. Some are of great value, such as Wren’s warrant design for St Paul’s Cathedral. There
are numerous plans for Palladian mansions in the style of Burlington House, decorative designs
by William Kent, details of staircases and undercrofts and, more than any other consistent
subject, a varied and remarkable collection of designs and drawings for stables, mews and
riding schools. These embodied Thomas Worsley’s two foremost enthusiasms, architecture and
horses. When he planned a house of his own, he first considered the stabling and the needs of
his horses, just as a modern young man might think first of his car and his garage.Thomas had
no difficulty in making his way in the world. His grandfather, Sir Thomas Frankland, sometime
Postmaster-General, exerted a benevolent influence on his behalf: it was the great age of
patronage and no obstacles hindered so acceptable and well-connected a young man in gaining
an attachment as equerry to King George III. His nominal duties at Court enabled him to spend a
great deal of his London time assimilating royal architecture, from the grand staircase and
painted ceilings of Kensington Palace to the sturdy simplicity of the Horse Guards in Whitehall.
Whether Thomas Worsley went farther afield, perhaps embracing the grand tour of Italy, has not
been established. Yet his neighbour of Castle Howard, the fourth Earl of Carlisle, spent much
time in Rome and Thomas may well have travelled abroad with the family. Lord Carlisle acquired
and sent home antique statuary by the shipload and there are classic pieces at Hovingham Hall
to this day that may have been gifts to Thomas or else trophies of his own vigorous collecting
instinct. As early as 1769 a visitor noted the pair of fine Italian bronzes upon his mantelpiece.
Much thought and care indeed went into every detail of his home. His father died in 1750,
leaving him free at last to demolish the old manor house; and Thomas, though still unmarried,
was completely ready with his building plans, and the masons evidently began work on the Hall
within the year.When the royal guests at Katharine Worsley’s wedding drove to Hovingham for
the al fresco reception, they approached by the secluded minor road that skirts the southern
verge of the park and caught their first glimpse of the mansion from the west, gleaming in the
afternoon sun in its dark nest of yews. From this aspect one can glimpse the resemblance to the
west wing of Castle Howard, although Hovingham Hall lacks the turrets and domes that give the
former such grace. One of the wedding newcomers expected that her car would presently turn
into an impressive forecourt or perhaps pass through massive gates down a winding entrance
drive, and nothing of the kind in fact occurred. Instead, the royal cars turned through Hovingham
village to the eastern side of the house facing its village green, and then passed under a rugged
stone archway and vaulted entry and, to their astonishment, the unfamiliar guests were
disgorged into a stable, part modern entrance hall, part Georgian riding school.This surprise
was precisely Thomas Worsley’s intention. He wished it to be possible, indeed, to ride right



through the house into the western garden. In a region celebrated for both horse-breeding and
hospitality, he equally purposed to startle and entertain his guests by leading them from the
principal reception room on the first floor — now the ballroom — into a gallery from which they
could look down at the riding arena and watch the training and feats of equitation of the
manège.His friends have unfortunately left us no account of their impressions. A less partial
observer, Arthur Young, in making an agricultural tour of England in 1769, considered it odd to
find the two best rooms in the house communicating immediately with four or five stables.
“Nothing should be condemned because uncommon”, he wrote. Nevertheless, he added, “in hot
weather, it would be easy to smell without being told, that the best rooms were built over the
apartments of the horses”.In essentials, the amateur architect planned his house on three sides
of a square. With access through the rugged arched entrance from the village side, the square
itself was roofed to form the riding school. North and South, two wings were to be flung out into
the western garden, yet the southern wing was never built and the northern wing, with its palatial
staircase, chiefly housed the family apartments. In the one hall interposed between the riding
school and the garden, immediately beneath the ballroom, the vaulted ceiling and stout Roman
columns are indeed so akin to their fellows in the so-called Grecian Room at Castle Howard that
they obviously betray the source of Worsley’s inspiration. Though skilled in drawing-board
imitation, he nevertheless occasionally overreached himself in practical skill, and his intention of
orderly matching windows came to grief in faulty measurements. But these small oddities make
Hovingham Hall all the more endearing.IVIn 1760, the young and good-looking King George III
succeeded to the throne of England and, among the political appointments of the new Court,
Thomas Worsley was promoted to be Surveyor-General of Works in charge of the maintenance
or rebuilding of all the royal palaces. This must have mightily pleased Thomas as a mark of high
approval of his architectural prowess, for his predecessors in the post had included none other
than Sir Christopher Wren. In the following year Thomas also entered the House of Commons as
the member for Orford. One discovers little record of him in Parliament, although he remained in
the House for thirteen years. But as the official responsible for the royal palaces, he was
probably present at the King’s wedding to Queen Charlotte at St James’s Palace late in the
summer of 1761, an event that affords us a pleasing counterpoint to the wedding between his
own family and the Royal Family six generations later when Katharine Worsley married George
III’s direct descendant.Exerting himself at full pressure in the new reign, Thomas also dutifully
launched surveys of the royal apartments at Windsor Castle, Hampton Court, Kensington
Palace, St James’s and Somerset House, with results set down in a volume still preserved in the
Royal Library. A mention of Buckingham Palace is absent, for the King did not purchase the then
Buckingham House for his bride until the following year, but the transaction was no sooner
completed than Thomas Worsley promptly engaged Robert Adam to prepare a scheme for
encasing the brick-built palace in more impressive stonework.Adam’s proposals were doomed
to languish at Hovingham and were never carried to effect. Presumably under the same
Surveyor-General, however, he designed doors and ceilings for the new works at Buckingham



House and our Thomas himself seems to have made a more lasting contribution by designing
the “riding house” that still occupies part of the Royal Mews, solid and strong in Yorkshire style,
and still resists the constant tremor of nearby London traffic.We must mention, too, another
sequel. In purchasing Buckingham House for his Queen — some say for £60,000 — the King
also acquired the murderous and mammoth piece of marble statuary, then thought to depict
Cain slaying Abel, which stood at the foot of the magnificent main painted staircase. The young
Queen disliked it on sight. She asked very little in the way of structural alterations but clearly
decreed that the statue must go. With a more knowledgeable eye, Thomas Worsley no doubt
expressed tactful admiration of the work, whereupon his monarch lost no time in telling him that
if he liked it, he could have it and should take it away.It was, in fact, the long-lost group of
Samson slaying the Philistine by Giovanni da Bologna, known by sketches in the Uffizi in
Florence. Reported missing shortly after one of the Medici princes had presented it to the Duke
of Lerma, Prime Minister to Philip II of Spain, it stood in fact in the ducal gardens and was
subsequently given by Philip IV to Charles I. As Prince of Wales, in his early twenties, Charles
had visited Spain with the Duke of Buckingham to catch a glimpse of the princess Henrietta
Maria whom he was expected to wed and instead of a bride, he returned home for the time
being with the statue as a royal souvenir, a fierce and cumbersome gift costing £40 of his pocket
money to move from Madrid to the sea. Home in England, the Prince gave it to the Duke of
Buckingham, who placed it in the garden of his new London palace, York House, in the Strand. It
merely rounds off a chain of coincidence to remember that the present Duchess of Kent, after
growing up with the statue at Hovingham Hall, is soon to live in another York House, in St
James’s … and, strangely enough, the statue itself was returned to London shortly before she
first met her husband.When John, Duke of Buckingham, erected Buckingham House, his
statuary moved with him to the future royal home and thus passed on purchase to the royal
family itself. Readily resourceful in overcoming the immense difficulties of transporting the vast
bulk from London to Yorkshire, Thomas Worsley set it up safely in one of the entrance
apartments of Hovingham Hall, the room between the riding school and the garden, to become
known to his family as the Samson Hall for ever after. The piece was in good company, flanked
by the Earl of Carlyle’s gifts from Rome and some specimens of Egyptian statuary which were
similarly presents from the unperceptive George III to his Surveyor-General. The riding school
itself was adorned with paintings in the decorative three-dimensional grisaille style found here
and there in Kensington Palace, the work of journeymen Italian painters who found ready
employment when visiting England at that time. On his own 1769 tour of inspection, Arthur
Young noted the fine marble chimneypieces, the paintings and tapestries and, possibly inspired
by Young’s visit, Thomas made a catalogue of his pictures the following year. They included
works by Rubens, Poussin, Zuccaro, Ostade and others, and they are still at
Hovingham.Thomas Worsley died in 1778, and his grandson was created a baronet in Queen
Victoria’s Coronation honours sixty years later. His grandson in turn, the third baronet, lived to
find himself the grandfather of Katharine Worsley, and it is he whom we have met, as the head of



the family, toasting her health on the day she was born. So swift is the ebb and flow, the
changing tide of the generations…VSir William Henry Worsley, the third “Bart”, Katharine’s
grandfather, once complained, with gentle self-mockery, that he could not avoid being a true
Victorian: he had been born in 1861 and had married in the year of the Queen’s golden jubilee.
His bride, a Scarborough girl of great musical ability, suggests the potential source of the
Duchess of Kent’s musical talents and their marriage, a love-match of two music enthusiasts,
was brought about by an innovation in which the Duchess has similarly an inherited interest. A
local neighbour, Alex Bosville, happened to notice the exceptional acoustics of the Hovingham
riding school and remarked that it would make a wonderful auditorium for a concert. The idea
was no sooner suggested than put into action. William Worsley had two great passions, music
and cricket, to which he clung with characteristic family tenacity. Held in 1887, the first concert
was a success in every way. Young Alex Bosville enjoyed himself energetically clashing the
cymbals in an orchestral overture, and William Henry Worsley immediately fell in love with pretty
Mary Chivers Bower and married her within three months.The annual Hovingham Music
Festival, as it became, developed into a major music attraction for all Yorkshire. Choristers came
from York Minster; soloists of the calibre of Joachim, the violinist, Plunket Greene, the singer,
Stanford, the composer and conductor, and others travelled from London; and the two-day
festival was notably renewed with many well-known instrumentalists for nearly twenty years. The
cricket lawn of the Hall also achieved far more than local celebrity. The great Ranjitsinhji often
played there and the story is still told of a brilliant though accidental catch when his hand
grasped, not the ball, but the warm pulsating breast of a low-flying swallow.The “upsurging swell
of music and the click of bat against ball” formed the accompaniment of an exceptionally happy
married life. William and Mary Worsley had two sons and three daughters, whom we shall meet
as the Duchess of Kent’s father (Sir William Arthington Worsley), her Uncle Edward and her
three aunts, Winifred, Isabel and Victoria.[1] The elder son was pressed into concerts too often
during school holidays to share his mother’s love of music with quite the same intensity, but his
devotion to cricket became all the more vigorous. With only fourteen months difference in age,
the two boys were both at Eton and subsequently Oxford together, their youth spent in those
legendary Edwardian summers that have never yet lost their golden glow. The First World War
was not yet a shadow on the limpid horizon. And when the music festivals came to an end,
owing to Lady Worsley’s ill health, life at Hovingham Hall was never again so tranquil, so sure or
so settled.Around the family the fates now wove circumstances that were tragic and tender and
tense and romantic in turn, and strange as any fiction. The eldest girl, Winifred, was also the first
to marry in 1912, in a glamorous match with Captain Francis Pemberton of the Life Guards. Her
parents celebrated their silver wedding that same year, and ten months later the family suffered
the tragic shock of Lady Worsley’s death. They had hardly rallied against this heavy blow when,
in the following summer, the Archduke Francis Ferdinand was assassinated in Sarajevo and the
world took its first precipitate and irretrievable step towards the 1914–18 war. Captain
Pemberton’s unit was one of the first to cross the Channel and within three months his young



wife of two years received a telegram — one of the 800,000 ominous telegrams of that terrible
war — to say that he had been killed in action.“Willy” Worsley was already serving in the Green
Howards and his younger brother, “Eddy”, had enlisted in the King’s Royal Rifles. Both were
wounded; “Eddy” indeed was twice wounded and convalesced under medical care at
Hovingham Hall, as it happened, for the Hall had become a hospital, while the family remained
in one wing and Eddy’s elder sisters, Winifred and Isabel, both worked as V.A.D. nurses. The
youngest girl, Victoria, could hardly wait for the day when she, too, would pass her V.A.D. exams.
There came a grimly anxious time when Captain “Willy”, having returned to the Front, was
reported missing, and months elapsed before it was known that he had been taken prisoner of
war. Happily, also, Mrs Pemberton married again in 1917, when she became Mrs Arthur
Colegate, to the joy of young Vicky, her former bridesmaid, who had now become a fully-fledged
V.A.D.Only two other occasions need now engage our interest in the Worsley family chronicles.
The first was early in 1919, when all Hovingham village eagerly awaited Captain Worsley’s
homecoming. It was a day of days. The family drew lots to decide who should take the car to
meet him at Malton, the privilege fell to Victoria and, as they neared Hovingham on returning,
they found the road blocked by cheering people. The men of the village meant to celebrate the
return in style, and insisted on pulling the car by hand, laughing, cheering and shouting, from the
edge of the village to the Hall. The children were released from school to muster, waving Union
Jacks, under the lime trees on the village green, the church bells were rung, and indeed the
same merry peals were sounded in welcome nearly six years later when Captain Worsley
brought home his bride.If the return of the squire’s son after the war had seen happy rejoicing,
his wedding day was a holiday for Sir William’s employees; and there was talk for years of the
tenants who went to London — some of the women for the first time in their lives — to see their
“Captain Willy” married to Miss Joyce Brunner at St Margaret’s, Westminster. “These two, united
in holy matrimony” were to be the parents of the Duchess of Kent and it was not least of the
felicitous auguries of their wedding that the ceremony was conducted by the then Archbishop of
York, Cosmo Gordon Lang, destined to be enthroned as Archbishop of Canterbury four years
later and to climax his ecclesiastical career by presiding over the Coronation of King George VI
and his Queen.2: PICKING UP STICKSO had I all that WealthHoptoun’s high Mountains
fill,Insured long Life and Health,And Pleasures at my Will;I'd promise and fulfil,That none hut
bonny she,The Lass of Peatie’s MillShould share the same Wi’ me.Old Ballad, 1725(The May
chimes)ITending her floribunda roses beside the old stone dovecot at Hovingham Hall, seated
on her pruning trolley on a sunny afternoon, Lady Worsley gave the impression of elderly
serenity, her garden gloves and secateurs the accoutrements of a carefree and well-ordered life.
Yet the firmer reality was that, when the larger world first heard of her as the mother of the new
Duchess of Kent, she felt a sense of gratitude, not only for the thirty-five years of her own
married happiness, but of thankfulness also at having seen more than sixty years of fast-
changing history and continual family incident.Born as Joyce Brunner into the intense
respectability of South Kensington in the closing years of the last century, she fittingly uttered



her first cry amid the parliamentary and domestic ferment that preceded the last General
Election and last change of government in Queen Victoria’s long reign. Her parents, married only
a year, had been brought together by sharing the same youthful political convictions. Both were
the children of busy Members of Parliament; her father, John Fowler Brunner, was about to offer
himself in turn as an election candidate for the Liberal Party and, before she was six months old,
her paternal grandfather would be created a baronet — Sir John Tomlinson Brunner — in
recognition of his service to the outgoing Liberal government under Lord Rosebery.Calling at 23
Wetherby Gardens to see the new baby, visitors mounted the steps of a house that was itself a
model of “innovation” and “reform”. Built during the terracotta craze of the eighties, with a portico
of terracotta columns beneath a terracotta architrave, smooth and red as the chimneypots, the
interior seemed in its day equally unorthodox and modern, with its Axminster carpeting, art-
serge portieres, and the wide white-balustered central staircase — of the kind beloved by
Lutyens — up which the visitors ascended to the baby’s domain.Number 23 was long since
remodelled into flats, like most of the red brick mansions of the neighbourhood, and few might
now accord it a second glance amid the nearby growing concrete forest of new hotels. The
house next door in the terrace bears a blue L.C.C. plaque to remind the passer-by that Field
Marshal Lord Allenby, the victor of Gaza and Megiddo, once resided there. No plaque
commemorates Joyce’s father, although in the sum total of quiet human happiness his
contribution was far to outrank those dusty desert battles.We have watched the Worsleys in their
fertile Yorkshire dales, landed, contented, proud and protective and, until the present century,
shielded from change behind their ancient stone walls and high yew hedges. Adventurous
though domestic, given to impetuous enthusiasms and more restraining second thoughts, fond
in equal measure of sport and the arts, especially music, reticent and cautious save among their
closest intimates, a residue of all these traits still moulds the temperament of today’s Duchess of
Kent. Yet to this one must add as catalyst the spirit of public service that has run ungrudging
through the Brunners for as long as anyone can measure and, on this worthy and slightly more
foreign side of her personality, we may trace through four generations the homely, industrious
and sober characteristics of the natives of Zurich canton in Switzerland.The Brunners indeed
establish their family saga no farther back than a more distant John Brunner, born in 1800 as a
son of the Protestant pastor of the Swiss village of Bulach. Pious and serious-minded, John
Brunner followed his father into the ministry but decided as a young man that the role of a
teacher in England offered a fuller life in serving his fellows, and by 1835 he had settled in
Liverpool, where he brought an unusual infusion of Manx blood into the heritage of future royalty
by marrying a girl from Balldroma in the Isle of Man.In a little-read book of a hundred years ago,
[2] one discovers a vignette of John Brunner, “practising his profession in a quaint-looking old
house with a detached schoolroom in Netherfield Road, Everton, a pedagogue to whose
fostering care many owe the rudiments of a sound education”. In the great age of British
industrial expansion, many of his scholars went to seek their fortunes at the far ends of the earth,
but his two closest pupils, his elder sons, Henry and John, were destined to find wealth beyond



their wildest dreams almost at their doorstep. By a cruel stroke of fate, their mother died when
they were aged only five and six, and the schoolmaster taught and brought up his bairns single-
handed, just as the father of Thomas Worsley had done more than a century before.Both the
elder Brunner boys went to work in their early teens as clerks on Merseyside. With his
meticulous copperplate writing and facility with figures, John Tomlinson, the second son, could
add up a column with a speed that astonished his seniors. Thanks to this facility, a future of
drudgery as a clerk and bookkeeper appeared to be assured and, at twenty, we find him working
for a chemical firm at Widnes when he met a dark-eyed young lady, a Miss Salome Davies,
whose name suggests that her Welsh blood was combined with perhaps more distant strains.
They fell in love at first sight and, after an intimidating interview in Liverpool with her father, it was
agreed that they should marry just as soon as young John Brunner could better his prospects.
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